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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
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	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: Monquni
	Command: 3
	Conn: 4
	Security: 5
	Engineering: 1
	Science: --
	Medicine: 1
	Control: 6
	Daring: 9
	Fitness: 6
	Insight: 6
	Presence: 2
	Reason: 1
	Resistance: N/A
	Stress: 11
	Focuses: Bite, Spit, 
	backstory: The Monquni, or `split-snake', is an interesting creature seemingly composed of 2 identical serpents. The creature's body is shaped like a `Y' at either end: a wide torso splits off into 2 distinct heads & necks, while the creature's tail similarly splits in 2 at the end. It crawls along the ground using only its `shared' body portion, with the heads & necks raised in the manner of racing snakes. Each head is shaped like that of a horned viper; the horns are used only to rub off the bancali's old skin when it sheds. Scale coloration varies from a glossy black in some species to a mottled greenbrown in others.
	Values: 
	0: We attack to survive.

	SpecialRules: Combat: Monquni attack with a pair of bites, one from each head. Because of the comparative shortness of their necks, they usually strike out at a single victim with both heads. Each bite not only causes piercing damage from the creature's sharp fangs but also injects a deadly poison into the victim's bloodstream. This venom can also be spat at victims; in such cases, each head usually targets a different foe.Poison: Bite, Fitness+Security, Diff.2 to avoid being blinded 1 round/Effect.Spit Poison: A Monquni can spit its venom into the eyes of an opponent up to 1 hex away with no penalty. The victim must make a successful Fitness+Security or suffer the full effects of the venom, although the Difficulty is raised to 3 due to the direct contact with the victim's eyes. A victim who makes his roll manages to duck out of the path of the stream in time & suffers no ill effects. Each head can spit venom once every other round; the heads can spit at the same time or separately & each can target a different victim. 
	Dice1: 7
	Dice2: 0
	Dice4: 0
	Dice3: 0
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: 
	Weap3: 
	Weap4: 
	Weap1: Bite x2 (+2CD, Melee, Piercing 2, Intense, Poison)
	Traits: Monquni,


